
MEET KINGSBRIDGE & DISTRICT CAMERA CLUB 

Who have also hosted a hybrid-Zoom meeting recently! 

They meet at West Charleton near Kingsbridge, Devon. 

With about 30 regular participants 
and 45 members in total. Several 
new members joined this year. 
There is also an active Facebook 
group and the revamped web site is 
also proving well worth doing!  Visit 
them here - https://www.kdcc.org.uk

KDCC has a fairly non competitive 
ethos with lots of social events too, 
which helps maintain that friendly 
“club” feeling!

Fortunately, they have good WiFi and broadband speeds in the hall, which has proved 
very useful.  This is how they set up our first hybrid Zoom meeting, using normal laptops 
each running Zoom, which was fine. 

The club laptop was connected to the projector,  as normal,  with an HDMI lead. This also 
fed sound from participants and/or videos etc to the projector. There is also a sound output 
socket on the projector which enabled a connection feed to the hall’s PA system. 

This laptop’s Zoom settings were - Preferences > Audio Output to the projector. 
Be aware, there is a potential for a sound feedback ‘howl’ sound if the PA is too loud as the 
laptop microphone will pick it up. So best to keep this laptop ‘behind’ the PA speakers. 

Other laptops were used for a wide shot of the hall or to curate the ‘chat room’ on Zoom.
These must be set to Mute and have their speakers turned off. 

Left: Chairman Mike using the 2-mic setup - one connected to the club laptop - the other for the PA system. 
Right: shows how normal HDMI connection between the club laptop and the projector. 

https://www.kdcc.org.uk


The compere or master of ceremonies in the hall hosts the meeting from the principal 
laptop. Others can screen share as required.  We tried a separate microphone to do this. 
This set up was used for our first hybrid meeting on Thursday 30th September.  But it  
needed to be checked first to see if that helped, as otherwise it would have meant the host 
being “stuck” close in front of and facing the laptop, as at home.

At the half time break it was best to mute the hall to the Zoom audience as the noise is 
unbearable.  And vice versa.  

Annotated image showing the KDCC setup.  Courtesy Richard Curzon

Any speaking participants in the hall 
either needed to go to the microphone 
or the host would need to relay the 
comments/questions.

Discipline when speaking by anyone in 
the hall is very important, otherwise 
those on Zoom just hear a cacophony 
of noise. 



The Zoomers may chat among themselves, but the hall attendees would not need to hear 
loud chatting!   Very off putting!

Most recently a second projector and screen within the hall has been added so that the 
Zoom Gallery of participants may be on permanent display showing ‘thumbnails’ of Zoom 
participants.

This helps to remind hall participants that online members are there (and this also assists 
with the necessary ‘discipline’ required when different people are speaking).  It also frees 
up ‘real estate’ on the main screen in order to show a full-sized image.  But of course all of 
this brings extra demands of running more hardware, another laptop also logged in to 
Zoom and with its mic and sound all muted!

Simples really - as a Meerkat would say!!!!!

Ann Owens  : Publicity Officer 
With much appreciation for the input by James Day and Richard Curzon of KDCC 

The first hybrid Zoom interclub competition in full swing!


